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Abstract— In today’s environment very huge amount of data is generated with duplication. This huge amount of data is called 

big data. To handle this kind of big data and reduce duplicity from data chunking and deduplication mechanism is used. In 

deduplication mechanism duplicate data is removed by using chunking and hash functions. In this paper an attempt has been 

made to converse different chunking and deduplication techniques. A comparative analysis of these techniques with different 

pros and cons has been presented. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

In today’s modern civilization everything or device is 
digitized. No one can survive without this digital space. This 
digitization creates lots of data in Exabyte. This data is in the 
form of unstructured or redundant data. The main issues in 
big data were that how to maintain this large amount of data, 
who maintains it and where to store this big data. Indeed, 
even today Facebook, twitter and other long range social 
communication site creates extensive measure of information 
in consistently. In this way, there is extensive degree on big 
data. As there are many methods and advances to break down 
the information. There are different methods to investigate the 
big data i.e Data de-duplication techniques. As when the 
information is expanding then there are more possibilities that 
information is rehashed or excess that necessities to 
prerequisite of huge stockpiling devices.  

 

Fig1: Dedduplication Techniques [3] 

It additionally expands the preparing time of the query. So 
there is an extensive degree to break down the information by 
information deduplication systems with the goal that can 

decrease the necessity of expansive data and diminish the 
handling time to execute the problem [2]. 

The process of elimination of related data or duplicate data is 
called deduplication process. It is divided into three parts data 
based, location based and disk based. They are further divided 
into subcategories as shown in fig 1 [3]. 

A. Types of Deduplication 

Data Unit Based: this technique work on data units and 
it is further divided into three types. These are as follows: 

 Byte Level De-duplication: In byte level 
deduplication data is processed in the network in the 
form of bytes. Each byte of data is to be checked 
separately to find duplicate data and if duplicity is 
find then that data will not be stored and discarded 
otherwise it will be stored.[4]. 

 File Level De-duplication: In this technique 
deduplication is processed on files. A hash value of 
each file is generated and if this hash value of two 
files is matching then one of them is duplicate and 
system will discard duplicate file and if both the files 
have different hash value then these file is to be said 
as unique files [5]. 

 Chunk Level De-duplication: In this type of 
deduplication data is divided into blocks called 
chunks. Here each chunk have its own unique id and 
if two chunks have same id then  both of these 
chunks contains same data and one of them is 
necessary to be discarded [6]. 

Location Based:  In location based deduplication redundancy 
of data can be eliminated depending on location of data.  
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 Source Level De-duplication:  Here in source level 
deduplication removal duplicate data is performed at 
sender level from where data is to be send. It can be 
further divided into two subparts. These are: 

 Local Chunk De-duplication:  In this deduplication, 
dedupliation is performed on local sender before 
sending it to destination. 

 Global Chunk De-duplication: In this de-duplication 
method, duplicate data is removed globally for all 
senders. 

 Target Level De-duplication:  When duplicate data is 
eliminated at destination from where data is to be 
stored then it is called target level data de-
duplication. This process may increases processing 
time but meanwhile also increases bandwidth. 

Disk Placement Based:  when deduplication is performed on 
disks then it is called disk level deduplication and it is off two 
types forward reference or backward reference. 

 Forward reference: In this technique current data 
chunks are maintained and the total old data chunks 
are associated with pointers that points forward to 
the current chunks. 

 Backward reference: It creates more fragments of 
past chunks [6]. 

This paper is organized in four sections. Section I 
covers introduction of big data, deduplication and its 
types, in section II related work of various existing 
papers are presented with their drawbacks, section 
III shows comparative analysis of various chunking 
techniques at last section IV presents conclusion and 
future work of paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In [7] made a Content Based File Chunking model structure 
which melded a CPU chunking subsystem and GPGPU 
subsystem.  

In [8] proposed a novel chunk-based de-duplication 
methodology which could stay away from a summary in 
RAM and in this way evade all RAM use basic to hold an 
once-over. They kept up various canisters in plate, which 
basically contained distinctive chunk IDs.  

In [9] concentrated on indicating chunking and its effect on 
recovery, learning, and adequacy.  

In [10] displayed deduplication gathering. The Approach of 
joining comparability with area was related with the 
deduplication gathering.  

In [11] introduced DARE, a deduplication-cautious, low-
overhead likeness disclosure and end plot for delta weight on 
the most essential reason for deduplication on stronghold 
datasets.  

In [12] proposed POD, an execution orchestrated 
deduplication arrangement, to update the execution of central 
stockpiling structures in the Cloud by utilizing information 
deduplication on the I/O way to deal with evacuate excess 
make demands while moreover sparing storage room. 

III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Here in this section comparison of different chunking 
techniques has been presented. In table1 mapping of different 
chunking techniques are represented. To map these chunking 
techniques various application of big data are used named File 
synchronization, backup, storage and data retrieval. This 
mapping can be done by reviewing the various research 
papers of these techniques. And conclude that FBC used for 
back up, storage and data retrieval. 

Table 1: Mapping of chunking techniques to Big Data 
application[13] 

Techniques Applications 

File 

Synchronization 

Backup Storage Data 

Retrieval 

FBC(Frequency 

Based 

Chunking) 

No Yes Yes Yes 

CDC (Content 

Defined 

Chunking) 

No Yes No Yes 

Byte-Index 

Chunking 

No Yes Yes No 

Multi –level 

Byte Index 

chunking 

Yes Yes 

 

No No 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Big data contains data in unstructured form and have 
redundant data. To manage this unstructured data and reduce 
duplicity from data various chunking techniques and 
deduplication techniques has been used. In this paper different 
deduplication techniques with their pros and cons has been 
discussed. After that a comparative analysis of different 
chunking techniques in perspective of application areas of big 
data has been presented. In future try to propose a novel 
mechanism based on existing mechanism to improve 
deduplocaton ratio and reduce chunk generation time. 
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